
pension funds in
croatia

there are three pension funds - the first two are
mandatory and are paid every month. Still, the

third one is optional.
pension
funds -

pillars for
the future

money while
in

retirement?

Grandpa, how
can I still get

some money
even when i'm
not working,

when i retire? 

Hm...how can I
make sure to have
some money even

when I stop
working? What
happens when I

retire?

You have to 
be smart 

and invest in 
your future.

let me 
explain it 
to you...



ivan works very hard, but he decides not to
pay into the third fund. 

40 years, OR 2160 WEEKS, 
     OR 15 120 DAYS LATER...

 

it's simple. your
employer pays

into the pension
system on your

behalf, depending
on your salary.

 ok. it makes
sense..but

what do i get
if i decide to
pay into the
third fund?
why should i

do it?

so, I have to pay
for the first two
funds? How do I do

that?

imagine this..
this is ivan.

why should i do
it? i want to

spend my money
now.

ivan now feels sorry
for being short-sighted
while he was younger...

oh, i see..so
what's the

other option?



ante is also very hard working, he decides to pay
into the third fund to save money for the future.

40 years, OR 2160 WEEKS, 
     OR 15 120 DAYS LATER...

 
the key is to work hard and invest in your

future...

this is ante.
i want to

invest in my
future.

i'm so glad that all
those years ago i decided

to pay into the third
fund. I can enjoy my

retirement now..

i hope i've
helped you...

and
remember...

you have!

Life?
You know, that's when on a tombstone
there's the year of birth and the year

of death. Well, that dash between them,
that's life.

                                  Đorđe Balašević
 


